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preface

It first occurred to me that the conventions of journalism were
changing about a decade ago as I watched a colleague hunched
over a portable radio at his desk in the newsroom at the New York
Daily News. He was listening to the Howard Stern show and
gleefully scribbling notes for a story as Jessica Hahn giggled and
gossiped about the ungodly sexual acts allegedly committed
against her by a TV preacher—and about whether she had had
a boob job.
This was a new type of news and a novel form of newsgathering. These and other tabloid techniques quickly became
a trend that took root, and the American media seemed to
transform itself into a hybridized combination of Police Gazette
and Confidential magazine. Scooped! explores that transformation and its impact by looking into crime, crime news, and
crime policy, three things that often have less to do with one
another than one might expect.

x

Preface

Of course, a journalist undertakes a critical analysis of his own profession
at some peril. Some of my best friends, as the saying goes, are journalists.
Most of the reporters, editors, and producers who work in the trenches of
the business are earnest people who are concerned about journalism’s occupational drift. They are as confused as anyone about what has happened to
the profession and why.
Journalism is like a team sport in many ways, and I have been proud and
humbled to work beside a number of inspiring people over the years. A bit
of each of them is in this book. In Omaha, I learned from Mike Hendricks,
Jim Fogarty, Larry King, Marty Connolly, and Fred Thomas, among many
others. I am especially grateful to Carl Keith, whose humor and human
touch brought out the best in his people. In New York, I was lucky to work
with Bill Boyle, Jerry Capeci, Larry Celona, Jim Duddy, Bill Farrell, Mary
Ann Giordano,Vinnie Lee, Jim Peters, Patrice O’Shaughnessy, Gil Spencer,
and Carlos Velez.
I wish to thank three particularly inspiring journalism teachers, Warren
Francke, Bob Reilly, and Judy Serrin. Marian Davis and Ruth Schubert provided valuable research help on this book. Thanks also for the encouragement of my colleagues at Columbia University, especially Barbara Belford,
Helen Benedict, Sam Freedman, Ken Goldstein, and Donald Shanor. Special
thanks to Richard J. Blood, an uncompromising newspaperman, incisive editor, and obliging mentor. Most important, thanks to my wife, Julie, for her
enduring support and discerning eye and ear.
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introduction

One night in the fall of 1988 I was roused from sleep at nearly midnight by a telephone call from an editor at the New York
Daily News, where I worked as a crime reporter.
“Sorry to bother you at home,” he began, “but there’s a story
in another paper about the Mike Tyson divorce, and I think
we’ll have to chase it. It’s about Reuben Givens.”
A couple of weeks earlier I had been summoned from my
desk at One Police Plaza in lower Manhattan for a meeting at
the newspaper’s main office on East 42d Street. My boss told
me that I had been selected to join a group of five or six reporters that would probe a pressing story: the breakup of the
marriage of boxer Mike Tyson and actress Robin Givens. Our
Tyson team, which also included Jack Newfield, the eminent
investigative reporter, and Bill Gallo, the paper’s revered
sports cartoonist and resident boxing buff, set out to dig up
dirt about the divorce.
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With the help of Newfield’s sources I had tracked down Reuben Givens,
Robin’s down-and-out father, in the Bronx. We were hoping that he could
provide inside details on the breakup, but he turned out to be of little help.
My photographer and I woke him at eleven one sunny September morning
by banging on the door of the row house where he was staying in the Soundview section. A former star athlete, Givens looked weak and thin, and he
acknowledged that he had had bouts with booze and drugs. He told me that
he had split with Robin’s mother when their daughter was just five years old,
and he said with unmistakable bitterness that he had not been a part of her
life, particularly since she had found fame as a tv celebrity.
I spent about an hour with Givens. As I was leaving, he followed me outside and awkwardly asked whether I could pay him for his time.When I told
him that I could not—that paying for information is a breach of journalism
ethics—he rephrased his question: “Then can I borrow five bucks for some
cigarettes?”
I wrote a four-hundred-word account of the interview and filed the story
with the editor who woke me that night. The piece reported that Reuben
Givens had been estranged from his daughter for some time. It gave his opinions about the marriage and breakup, but the story noted that he had not
spoken with his daughter for more than a year and had never met Tyson.The
story was to have been a small part of a package of Tyson-Givens stories that
would be published after we had collected all the gossip.
But that changed when a competitor scooped me.
“I’m looking at a story that says Givens called his daughter last week and
told her to dump Tyson,” the editor told me. “It says he loves his daughter
dearly, talks to her all the time, that they’re real tight, that he’s met Tyson
many times and was not impressed by him.”
“That’s impossible,” I said. “It contradicts everything he told me. Who’s
got it?”
There was a nervous titter on the other end of the line.
“Well,” he said, “it’s in the Enquirer.”
“The Philadelphia Inquirer?” I asked.
“No,” the editor said, “the National Enquirer.”
As I sat there on the edge of my bed, I wondered whether I was dreaming. Had I really been called at home at midnight by an editor trying to gauge
the veracity and accuracy of my reporting against that of the National Enquirer?Yes, I had been, and it turned out that the editor was ahead of his time
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in chasing a supermarket tabloid.Within a few years nearly everyone in journalism was doing it.
Flirting with insubordination, I told my boss that I was certain that my
account of Givens’s tenuous relationship with his daughter was dead-on accurate and that I would not stoop to pursue a paper filled with stories about
Martians and two-headed cows. I told him it was obvious that one of two
things had happened: either Givens had lied to make his story more valuable
to a tabloid that paid for information, or the Enquirer had fabricated details
to get more for its money. Unconvinced, the editor asked me to call Reuben
Givens to confirm that what he had told me was true. When I refused, he
asked for Givens’s phone number, which, conveniently, I did not have. He
settled for the Bronx address where Givens was staying.
I don’t know whether he sent another reporter out into the night to find
Reuben Givens. I do know that the Enquirer’s version of his comments did not
make it into the Daily News. But neither did mine, except for a couple of quotations that an editor lifted from my story and added to another piece produced by our Tyson team. By default the Enquirer’s false account prevailed.
I seethed over this incident, but I chose not to confront the editor. We
never once spoke about that late-night phone call, nor did he offer to explain
why my Givens story was spiked.This is the nature of daily journalism.There
is no time today to resolve yesterday’s conflicts because we are consumed by
the production of tomorrow’s news. Over time, I convinced myself that it
was better for my mental health and professional standing to pretend that the
incident had not happened.
But I was wrong to acquiesce. That phone call has come to mind frequently in the decade since, each time I have heard or read a reference to
tabloidization, or the burgeoning tabloid influence on mainstream American
media—daily newspapers and local and network television news broadcasts.
During the late 1980s trashy stories came to dominate our news and popular culture as newspapers and news broadcasts chased the National Enquirer
and its broadcast playmate, tabloid television, to the margins of legitimacy.
Initially, tabloidization occurred not by conscious decision but by collective
assent among reporters and editors. It happened because too many journalists like me were willing to acquiesce to a series of breaches of the traditional
values of our occupation.
When critics accuse journalists of sensationalism, the evidence they cite
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typically comes from the police and court beats, where lowest-commondenominator journalism has proliferated. Today, reading a newspaper or
watching a news telecast can be like looking at the country’s reflection in a
fun-house mirror. The society we see presented in the news is a warped
place, often morbid and alarming. An information conveyor heaped with
deviance, death, moral decay, adulterous ministers, pedophilic priests, and
Texas cheerleader moms feeds a gaping media maw that has proved to have
an insatiable appetite for the violent, the sexy, and the salacious.These stories come to us daily in the form of crime news that shocks and titillates but
rarely informs. Murder and sexual indiscretions are the marquee offenses,
of course, and certain cases, generally based upon nubility or celebrity, are
anointed for extravagant coverage.
Instead of rational tempered stories that might help explain the vexing
crime problem in the United States, we find raw dispatches about the crime
of the moment, the frightening—and often false—trend of the week, the
prurient murder of the month, the sensational trial of the year. If local mayhem suffers a lull, our hometown media borrow violence from afar to flesh
out the day’s blood and gore—a murder-suicide in California, a factory murder in Michigan, a post office shooting in Texas. On many days the ubiquitous “national news” roundup in most newspapers might more accurately be
titled crime across america. Newspapers laden with these stink-bomb stories are then lobbed onto America’s front porches each day.
Most television news broadcasts carry a similar, numbing cavalcade of
celebrity crime, warehouse fires, and body-bag video clips. TV news helicopters equipped with remote-control cameras buzz about the cities, shadowing freeway chases, sniffing out smoke, and beaming down images from
yellow-taped crime scenes. For news consumers the United States must
seem to be a hopelessly savage place that stands teetering on the lip of the
Apocalypse.
The timing of this rebirth of crime sensationalism—it is not a new phenomenon—could not have been worse.The over-the-top coverage coincided precisely with an era in which Congress and legislatures across the country were making costly and misguided crime policy decisions. Often, the
politicians based important policy decisions upon sensational crimes that
clearly were ghastly aberrations, not trends. The United States will be paying for these decisions well into the next century, and the media must bear
part of the blame. As journalists chased irrelevant, misleading, or trivial
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crime news, more important stories about crime and criminal justice policy
were subjugated, vanquished. Collectively, journalists were scooped on the
biggest crime story of the last quarter of this century by neglecting to adequately inform a puzzled public that our system of law enforcement and
punishment, cobbled together with razor wire and prison bars, has been an
expensive folly. As important, they neglected to hold policy makers and
politicians accountable for their kindergarten criminology.This is not to say
that reporters deserve particular blame—least of all the underpaid, overworked, often young reporters on the police and courts beats. Most of the
time they simply follow the orders and directives of their bosses. No, the
blame must be spread throughout the media institution, from the moguls,
stockholders, owners, and publishers down through the editors, reporters,
and photographers.
During the 1990s, while crime was declining steeply in the United States,
the media presented an image of a crime bogeyman, a menace growing ever
more malignant. Not coincidentally, during this same period the country
was stricken by a moral panic, as sociologists call it, about crime.The nation
galvanized against this menace because it aroused the basic instinct to keep
one’s family safe.Whether the hysteria was based upon fact or myth became
irrelevant; the politicians wanted expedient answers, not information.
Police officers were rushed from one crisis to the next—crack cocaine or
methamphetamines, the proliferation of handguns, gangs, career felons, carjackings, the ascending murder rate, youth violence. School programs, social
policies, and societal values failed, so the problems landed in the law enforcement in-box. Police, judges, and prison wardens became toy soldiers in
a war on crime fought by venal politicians who rattled plastic sabers and
recited hollow platitudes and slogans: take back the streets, stop the violence, just say no, three strikes and you’re out.
The media covered this war in caricature, helping to perpetrate the myths.
First, they provided crime-anxious Americans with excited accounts of a horrible crime—the kidnapping, sexual assault, and murder of a young girl, for
example. Next, they presented tenuous evidence that the crime, however
anomalous, could happen to each of us.Third, they sought out an accountable
individual—a judge, a probation officer—and devised a snappy slogan to
neatly package the problem: junk justice. Finally, the media served up
images of scowling politicians and their podium thumping about the latest
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legislation that surely would stop such an atrocity from ever happening again:
We’re finally getting tough on crime. We’re no longer coddling criminals.
We’re making America’s streets safe again.
Since the mid-1970s most politicians across the country have bellowed aye
with each new proposal for more arrests, more prisons, and longer sentences,
votes that furnish the campaign-season illusion that officials are doing something about crime. Buried beneath the bombast is a catacomb filled with
empirical evidence that the lock-’em-up delirium has been a costly flop. It fomented the public’s confusion by sustaining a false hope that a law can prevent
a crime from happening and that politicians can legislate civilized behavior. In
most states sentences of mandatory lengths merely served to push dangerous
felons out the back door of prisons to make room for the nonviolent offenders being bused to the front door.As a result of the unprecedented increase in
the U.S. prison population since 1980, prison spending has increased exponentially, leaving less money for crime prevention, drug treatment, rehabilitation innovations, and reform initiatives to fix the broken policies.
Of course, “treatment” and “reform” are liberal notions that cannot be
broached aloud as Democrats and Republicans parry over stewardship of the
“crime issue.” They hector one another tirelessly, debating the merits of bilge
pumps versus buckets while the vessel is sinking. When the Democrats say
“rehabilitation,” the Republicans say “Willie Horton.” They accept or reject
ideas according to ideology, not merit. The politicians have borrowed precisely the insinuating rhetoric of Joseph McCarthy from another fabled era
of moral panic in American history, tapping our primordial instincts to gather up sticks and stones against a menace, whether real or perceived. Our
elected leaders quibble over who is “tough on crime,” who is “soft on crime,”
and who “coddles criminals.” In this milieu the mere suggestion that he or
she is a crime wimp is enough to put a Horton-sized lump in any politician’s
throat. The exercise has not solved our crime problem, but it has served to
heighten the citizenry’s crime angst.
Too many journalists have covered this rhetorical wrestling match as a
stenographer might. Too often, reporters quote the political screeds about
crime word for word, without supplying analysis or context. This has happened for several reasons.The media have been caught up in the moral panic
of the moment and the search for a burglar under every bed. Second, reporters, editors, and producers have become so consumed by the pursuit of
sex, celebrity, and snuff journalism that they have been unable or unwilling
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to cover crime intelligently. Third, crime news is inexpensive to produce,
and it attracts readers and viewers, financial motivations that please owners
and stockholders as the media business grows ever more oriented toward the
bottom line. Last, and perhaps most important, the newsroom culture holds
crime reporting to a lower standard than that for other beats.
Not all crime news is poorly done, of course, and a moderate backlash has
begun against the tabloid-style excesses. But it is not difficult to argue that
the content of the daily newspaper and the story budgets of television news
broadcasts offer irrefutable evidence that certain fundamental conventions
of journalism have changed. A tabloid sensibility has clouded the judgment
of editors and decision makers who drive an ignominious new journalism in
which fame and infamy are synonyms.The media trifle away precious space
and air time with gossipy, trivial crime stories that would not have been published as recently as the early 1980s. An arrest for a misdemeanor moment
of sexual imprudence that should rate two lines of agate type at the back of
a local newspaper now may inexplicably appear on the national news agenda.The celebrity screwups and sexy arrests that the news business traditionally regarded as one-day wonders can have legs that may well last a lifetime.
And when they are not obsessing on a celebrity crime, the media tend to
present crime as a series of atrocities—ice-pick murders, carjacking murders, triple murders, child murders, grandmother murders.They hold back
nothing, and the sordid details might appear anywhere in the news media
and popular culture.
On a typical day crime news accounts for one-third of the content of a daily
newspaper and up to half of many local tv news broadcasts. Despite all this
practice, the media present crime with a baffling lack of sophistication, in
much the same manner that newspapers presented it 175 years ago when
police and court reporting was introduced. Now as then the bulk of crime
coverage amounts to drive-by journalism—a ton of anecdote and graphic
detail about individual cases drawn from the police blotter but not an ounce
of leavening context to help frame and explain crime.Too many of these stories begin and end with who did what to whom, embellished with the moans
of a murder victim’s mother or the sneer of an unrepentant killer in handcuffs.
These raw images of crime have become tattooed on the national psyche
and now help frame our self-image.We have stared at the image in the funhouse mirror for so long that we have begun to believe that it is our true
reflection. We have become what we behold, as Marshall McLuhan put it,

